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La Mere Brazier
The Virgin Lady Elisabeth Hamilton-Baythes has a painful secret. At fifteen, she was abducted by highwaymen and sold to a
brothel. But two days later, she was rescued by a young lord, a man she’s never forgotten. Now, she’s devoted herself to
save other innocents from a similar fate. The Viscount Bryson Courtland, Viscount Rainsleigh, never breaks the rules. Well,
once, but that was a long time ago. He’s finally escaped his unhappy past to become one of the wealthiest noblemen in
Britain. The last thing he needs to complete his ideal life? A perfectly proper wife. The Unraveling When Bryson and
Elisabeth meet, he sees only a flawless candidate for his future wife. But a distant memory calls to him every time he’s with
her. Elisabeth knows she’s not the wife Bryson needs, and he is the only person who has the power to reveal her secret. But
neither can resist the devastating pull of attraction, and as the truth comes to light, they must discover that an improper
love is the truest of all.

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook
Experience World War 2 through the eyes of two very different women in this captivating New York Times bestseller by the
author of The Guest Book. “A beautifully written, thought-provoking novel.”—Kathryn Stockett, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Help In 1940, Iris James is the postmistress in coastal Franklin, Massachusetts. Iris knows more
about the townspeople than she will ever say, and believes her job is to deliver secrets. Yet one day she does the
unthinkable: slips a letter into her pocket, reads it, and doesn't deliver it. Meanwhile, Frankie Bard broadcasts from
overseas with Edward R. Murrow. Her dispatches beg listeners to pay heed as the Nazis bomb London nightly. Most of the
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townspeople of Franklin think the war can't touch them. But both Iris and Frankie know better The Postmistress is a tale of
two worlds-one shattered by violence, the other willfully naïve—and of two women whose job is to deliver the news, yet who
find themselves unable to do so. Through their eyes, and the eyes of everyday people caught in history's tide, it examines
how stories are told, and how the fact of war is borne even through everyday life.

Manhattan Nocturne
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “A delightful debut.”—People For readers of Lilac Girls and The Nightingale, The Chilbury Ladies'
Choir unfolds the struggles, affairs, deceptions, and triumphs of a village choir during World War II. As England becomes
enmeshed in the early days of World War II and the men are away fighting, the women of Chilbury village forge an
uncommon bond. They defy the Vicar’s stuffy edict to close the choir and instead “carry on singing,” resurrecting
themselves as the Chilbury Ladies’ Choir. We come to know the home-front struggles of five unforgettable choir members: a
timid widow devastated when her only son goes to fight; the older daughter of a local scion drawn to a mysterious artist;
her younger sister pining over an impossible crush; a Jewish refugee from Czechoslovakia hiding a family secret; and a
conniving midwife plotting to outrun her seedy past. An enchanting ensemble story that shuttles from village intrigue to
romance to the heartbreaking matters of life and death, Jennifer Ryan’s debut novel thrillingly illuminates the true strength
of the women on the home front in a village of indomitable spirit.

The Information
From the founder of Eat Boutique, an exciting, inspiring, and beautiful food-gift guide for crafty cooks and food-DIY fans. In
Food Gift Love, Maggie Battista, a food-gift guru and rising star of the blog world, celebrates her expertise in and
enthusiasm for small-batch, hand-crafted foods. She features 100 memorable, edible gifts for any occasion with simple,
delicious recipes, detailed wrapping instructions, and stunning photography. There are countless ways to share the
pleasures of food with people you care about—from simple homemade infused salts and sugars to instant-gratification gifts
like fresh ricotta and flavored butters; from jams, pickles, and vinaigrettes to irresistible cookies, desserts, savories, and
spirits that will impress fellow food fans. There’s helpful information for creating your own Food Gift Love pantry at home as
well as creative guidance on how to wrap food gifts with style. This book will inspire cooks, food-lovers, and DIY fans to be
year-round food gifters. “As warm and gracious as Maggie herself, Food Gift Love is the handbook for anyone looking for
unique and delicious ways to welcome a new neighbor, comfort a freshly minted mama, or simply tell a friend that you
care.”—Marisa McClellan, author of Preserving by the Pint and Food in Jars “Showcasing edible homemade gifts such as
Roasted Banana Bread, Bourbon-Vanilla Cherries, and Jam-Swirled Marshmallows, Food Gift Love reaches far beyond what
many of us typically think of when we hear the words ‘homemade gift.’”—Megan Gordon, owner, Marge Granola, and author
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of Whole-Grain Mornings “A tasty collection of sweet treats and delicious bites that make perfect gifts.”—David Lebovitz,
author of My Paris Kitchen

Splendors and Glooms
A New York Times Notable Book A Los Angeles Times and Cleveland Plain Dealer Best Book of the Year Winner of the PEN/E.
O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award From the bestselling author of the acclaimed Chaos and Genius comes a
thoughtful and provocative exploration of the big ideas of the modern era: Information, communication, and information
theory. Acclaimed science writer James Gleick presents an eye-opening vision of how our relationship to information has
transformed the very nature of human consciousness. A fascinating intellectual journey through the history of
communication and information, from the language of Africa's talking drums to the invention of written alphabets; from the
electronic transmission of code to the origins of information theory, into the new information age and the current deluge of
news, tweets, images, and blogs. Along the way, Gleick profiles key innovators, including Charles Babbage, Ada Lovelace,
Samuel Morse, and Claude Shannon, and reveals how our understanding of information is transforming not only how we
look at the world, but how we live.

Passages from the French and Italian Note-books of Nathaniel Hawthorne
This book takes readers on a leisurely journey through a bygone era with fascinating accounts of canals, corduroy roads,
and turnpikes, waterwheels and icehouses, colorful road signs and their painters, circus folk, and more. Brimming with
anecdotes about people and the times, this delightful narrative remains a milestone of Americana. 81 black-and-white
illustrations.

Teatime in Paris!
Packed with travel information, including more listings, deals, and insider tips: CANDID LISTINGS of hundreds of places to
eat, sleep, drink, and dance RELIABLE MAPS and directions to get you navigate the City of Lights STRAIGHT TALK on the
best and worst of each arrondisement FESTIVALS and CONCERTS you won’t want to miss STUDY ABROAD advice on gyms,
hip hangouts, and work and volunteer opportunities EXPANDED NIGHTLIFE COVERAGE of bars, clubs, and other hotspots

Mad about Macarons!
“[An] epic account of life and loves among artists and writers in Paris from belle époque to world slump” (William Feaver,
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The Spectator). A legendary capital of the arts, Paris hosted some of the most legendary developments in world
culture—particularly at the beginning of the twentieth century, with the flowering of fauvism, cubism, dadaism, and
surrealism. In Bohemian Paris, Dan Franck leads us on a vivid and magical tour of the Paris of 1900–1930, a hotbed of
artistic creation where we encounter Apollinaire, Modigliani, Cocteau, Matisse, Picasso, Hemingway, and Fitzgerald, working,
loving, and struggling to stay afloat. Sixteen pages of black-and-white illustrations are featured. “Franck spins lavish
historical, biographical, artistic, and even scandalous details into a narrative that will captivate both serious and casual
readers . . . Marvelous and informative.” —Carol J. Binkowski, Library Journal, starred review

Let's Go Paris 15th Edition
In the sequel to the Nebula finalist The Strange Case of the Alchemist’s Daughter, Mary Jekyll and the rest of the daughters
of mad scientists from literature embark on a madcap adventure across Europe to rescue another monstrous girl and stop
the Alchemical Society’s nefarious plans once and for all. Mary Jekyll’s life has been peaceful since she helped Sherlock
Holmes and Dr. Watson solve the Whitechapel Murders. Beatrice Rappaccini, Catherine Moreau, Justine Frankenstein, and
Mary’s sister Diana Hyde have settled into the Jekyll household in London, and although they sometimes quarrel, the
members of the Athena Club get along as well as any five young women with very different personalities. At least they can
always rely on Mrs. Poole. But when Mary receives a telegram that Lucinda Van Helsing has been kidnapped, the Athena
Club must travel to the Austro-Hungarian Empire to rescue yet another young woman who has been subjected to horrific
experimentation. Where is Lucinda, and what has Professor Van Helsing been doing to his daughter? Can Mary, Diana,
Beatrice, and Justine reach her in time? Racing against the clock to save Lucinda from certain doom, the Athena Club
embarks on a madcap journey across Europe. From Paris to Vienna to Budapest, Mary and her friends must make new
allies, face old enemies, and finally confront the fearsome, secretive Alchemical Society. It’s time for these monstrous
gentlewomen to overcome the past and create their own destinies.

The Virgin and the Viscount
Whether you're a shopper, a browser, or a traveler with a love for all things French, this is your one-of-a-kind guidebook to
the culture of regional France represented by the products and centuries-old craftsmanship of each region. At prices lower
than what you would pay in Paris or the United States, you'll find endless treasures as you tour boutiques, small factories,
artisans' workshops, and wineries and distilleries: --Handmade paper in Auvergne --Moorish music boxes in Corsica
--Artwork in the Cote d'Azur --Tapestries in the Limousin --Wine in the Loire Valley --Glasswork in Lorraine --Silk clothing in
Lyons --Faience in the Western Loire --and much more, including where to find "the best of the provinces" in Paris Complete
with details on exchange rates, shipping, French customs, touring, and restaurant and hotel selections, Maribeth Clemente's
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The Riches of France is an indispensable sourcebook for exploring every province of France.

Sweet Bake Shop
Eastport, Maine, has plenty of salty local character. It also has a sweet side, thanks to Jacobia “Jake” Tiptree, her best friend
Ellie, and their waterfront bake shop, The Chocolate Moose. But when island life is disrupted by the occasional killer, Jake
and Ellie put their chocolate treats aside to make sure justice is served. This summer, Eastport’s favorite lovebirds,
kindergarten teacher Sharon Sweetwater and Coast Guard Captain Andy Devine, are getting married. The gala reception is
sure to be the fête of the season, especially with a wedding-cake-sized whoopie pie courtesy of The Chocolate Moose. For
Jake and Ellie, the custom-ordered confection will finally reel in some much-needed profits. But the celebratory air, and
sweet smell of success, are ruined when Sharon’s bitter ex-boyfriend Toby is murdered with a poisoned milkshake. With
Andy jailed as the prime suspect and the wedding cancelled, it’s up to Jake and Ellie to catch a poisonous predator before
someone else sips their last dessert. Includes a Recipe! “Graves’ second case of chocolate murder offers fans of the genre a
trifecta of coziness: plucky heroines, sweet treats, and just enough puzzlement to keep you on your toes.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Lively characters, an intricate plot, and enticing descriptions of Down East Maine make this cozy a winner.” —Publishers
Weekly

Passion for Provence
Now a major motion picture, Manhattan Night, starring Adrien Brody, Campbell Scott, Yvonne Strahovski, and Linda Lavin
Porter Wren is a Manhattan tabloid writer with an appetite for scandal. On the beat he sells murder, tragedy, and anything
that passes for the truth. At home, he is a dedicated husband and father. But when a seductive stranger asks him to dig
into the unsolved murder of her husband, he is drawn into a very nasty case of sexual obsession and blackmail--one that
threatens his job, his marriage, and his life. Manhattan Nocturne is a brilliantly drawn tableau of the gritty, gaudy city, and a
thrilling literary noir.

Taking Tea
Forbidden Realm
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great
moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong dedication to the fight against racial oppression
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in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from
more than a quarter-century of imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political
drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid movement, he
was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital
force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating
autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time,
Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate
triumph.

Bartleby, the Scrivener. A Story of Wall-Street
Afternoon tea is a revered and treasured English tradition—and no one knows better how to prepare and enjoy a proper tea
than the residents of Downton Abbey. With this alluring and vibrant cookbook, fans of the PBS series and anglophiles alike
can stage every stylish element of this cultural staple of British society at home. Spanning sweet and savory classics—like
Battenberg Cake, Bakewell Tart, toffee puddings, cream scones, and tea sandwiches—the recipes capture the
quintessential delicacies of the time, and the proper way to serve them. This charming cookbook also features a detailed
narrative history and extols the proper decorum for teatime service, from tea gowns and tearooms to preparing and serving
tea. Gorgeous food photographs, lifestyle stills from the television series and recent movie, and character quotes bring the
characters of Downton Abbey—and this rich tradition—to life in contemporary times.

Eros Element
Create your own Sweet Bake Shop at home with easy, magical sweets for all occasions. Featuring whimsical, delicious and
enchanting desserts, Sweet Bake Shop has the perfect recipes for every moment whether it be a weekday craving or a
special occasion. Discover how to bake irresistible and easy-to-make layer cakes and cupcakes including a pink sprinklecovered Vanilla Birthday Cake and Raspberry Ripple Cupcakes topped with buttery vanilla frosting. Impress your friends
with a fresh batch of cookies, perhaps Tessa’s favourite Vanilla Bean Shortbread or Giant Gingerbread Cuties and expand
your sugar cookie skills to make magical sweets like Pretty Pastel Pony Cookies and Polka Dot Bunny Cookies. There are so
many delightful treats to whip up, from adorable Cotton Candy Cloud Macarons and Fuzzy Peach Macarons to decadent
Cookie Dough Scoops and Overnight Oreo Party Popcorn. Sweet Bake Shop also offers easy-to-follow tutorials, expert tips,
baking techniques, and a list of the essential tools and ingredients for your baking success. Tessa’s helpful guidance and
delectable desserts will inspire the baker in all of us.
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Bohemian Paris
La Mere Brazier was the most famous restaurant in France from the moment it opened in 1921. Its namesake, Eugénie
Brazier, was the first woman ever to be awarded 6 Michelin stars. She was the inspiration and mentor for all modern French
cooking. A masterclass on how to cook, this book reveals over 300 of Brazier's recipes that stunned all of France - from her
Bresse chicken in mourning (with truffles) to her lobster Aurora - as well as simple traditional recipes that anyone can easily
follow at home. Written in her own words, each page captures the unique atmosphere of France, of French society, of
French cooking and of the relationships between men and women.

The Postmistress
Korean edition of a New York Times bestseller and the Pulitzer Prize-winning book ANGELA'S ASHES: A Memoir by Frank
McCourt. Despite extreme poverty and desperation of his childhood McCourt recounts his early age in an affecting and
uplifting voice in this luminous memoir. Translated by Kim Lucia. In Korean. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.

The Official Downton Abbey Afternoon Tea Cookbook
If you've ever skipped dessert because you didn't want to indulge, Cooking Light has the solution: guilt-free versions of your
favorite recipes that cut calories without sacrificing flavor. The secret? Deb Wise, an experienced baker who has perfected
the art of healthy baking and dessert-making.
In Incredibly Decadent Desserts, Deb shares 100 amazingly tasty recipes - from show-stopping cakes and mile-high
cupcakes to rich cream pies and delicious cookies and bars - all for under 300 calories. You'll learn Deb's brilliant tips and
tricks for creating lightened-up treats, from ingenious ingredient swaps to smart test kitchen techniques. Straightforward
instructions paired with step-by-step photographs ensure sweet success for everyday home cooks. And with ingredient lists
that favor whole grains over processed foods, these irresistible dishes prove that healthy desserts aren't just pie in the sky.

Murder at Teatime
Let's Go Paris 14th Edition
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The life and loves of Prince Charles are illuminated in a major new biography from the New
York Times bestselling author of Elizabeth the Queen—perfect for fans of The Crown. Sally Bedell Smith returns once again
to the British royal family to give us a new look at Prince Charles, the oldest heir to the throne in more than three hundred
years. This vivid, eye-opening biography—the product of four years of research and hundreds of interviews with palace
officials, former girlfriends, spiritual gurus, and more, some speaking on the record for the first time—is the first
authoritative treatment of Charles’s life that sheds light on the death of Diana, his marriage to Camilla, and his preparations
to take the throne one day. Prince Charles brings to life the real man, with all of his ambitions, insecurities, and convictions.
It begins with his lonely childhood, in which he struggled to live up to his father’s expectations and sought companionship
from the Queen Mother and his great-uncle Lord Mountbatten. It follows him through difficult years at school, his early love
affairs, his intellectual quests, his entrepreneurial pursuits, and his intense search for spiritual meaning. It tells of the
tragedy of his marriage to Diana; his eventual reunion with his true love, Camilla; and his relationships with William, Kate,
Harry, and his grandchildren. Ranging from his glamorous palaces to his country homes, from his globe-trotting travels to
his local initiatives, Smith shows how Prince Charles possesses a fiercely independent spirit and yet has spent more than six
decades waiting for his destined role, living a life dictated by protocols he often struggles to obey. With keen insight and the
discovery of unexpected new details, Smith lays bare the contradictions of a man who is more complicated, tragic, and
compelling than we knew, until now. Praise for Prince Charles “[Smith] understands the British upper classes and
aristocracy (including the royals) very well indeed. . . . [She] makes many telling, shrewd points in pursuit of realigning the
popular image of Prince Charles.”—William Boyd, The New York Times Book Review “[A] masterly account.”—The Wall
Street Journal “Thoroughly researched and insightful . . . In this profile, it is clear [Smith] got inside the circular barriers that
protect the man and his position. The Charles that emerges is, as the subtitle suggests, both a paradox and a creature of
his passions.”—The Washington Times “[A] compellingly juicy bio . . . Windsor-philes will be mesmerized.”—People “Prince
Charles paints an affectingly human portrait. . . . Smith writes about [Charles’s life] with a skill and sympathy she perfected
in her 2012 biography of Charles’s mother.”—The Christian Science Monitor “Comprehensive and admirably fair . . . Until his
accession to the throne, Smith’s portrait will stand as the definitive study.”—Booklist (starred review) “[A] fascinating book
that is not just about a man who would be king, but also about the duties that come with privilege.”—Walter Isaacson “Sally
Bedell Smith has given us a complete and compelling portrait of the man in the shadow of the throne. It’s all here, from the
back stairs of the palaces to the front pages of the tabs.”—Tom Brokaw

The Secret French Recipes of Sophie Valroux
Our Vanishing Landscape
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Living a life as colorful and creative as Rachel Khoo—star of three BBC television series, author of bestselling cookbooks,
illustrator, and international tastemaker—creates a constellation of ideas and inspiration. Each page offers doable and
delicious recipes, style-setting ideas from around the globe, 250 photographs, and Rachel's charming illustrations and
engaging notes. Here's a cookbook unlike any other—one that brings a smile of surprise and delight every time it's opened.

Book of Etiquette
Falling for France is as easy as sipping a glass of pale rose on a sun-dappled terrace overlooking a shimmering
Mediterranean cove. Americans Gayle Smith Padgett and her husband, Ralph, leap into a long-distance love affair with La
Belle France. Two decades and many beguiling assignation later, they finally launch a quest for a nest in Provence.

Food Gift Love
A disgraced chef rediscovers her passion for food and her roots in this stunning novel rich in culture and full of delectable
recipes. French-born American chef Sophie Valroux had one dream: to be part of the 1% of female chefs running a Michelinstarred restaurant. From spending summers with her grandmother, who taught her the power of cooking and food, to
attending the Culinary Institute of America, Sophie finds herself on the cusp of getting everything she's dreamed of. Until
her career goes up in flames. Sabotaged by a fellow chef, Sophie is fired, leaving her reputation ruined and confidence
shaken. To add fuel to the fire, Sophie learns that her grandmother has suffered a stroke and takes the red-eye to France.
There, Sophie discovers the simple home she remembers from her childhood is now a luxurious château, complete with two
restaurants and a vineyard. As Sophie tries to reestablish herself in the kitchen, she comes to understand the lengths
people will go to for success and love, and how dreams can change.

Eloise in Paris
Packed with travel information, including more listings, deals, and insider tips:CANDID LISTINGS of hundreds of places to
eat, sleep, drink, and danceRELIABLE MAPS to help you navigate the metro, the RER, and all the arrondissementsTHEMED
ITINERARIES for the scholar, the spendthrift, and the sybariteINSIDER TIPS on everything from crêpes to cafés and
clubsNIGHTLIFE advice on where to see and be seen, and how to stay safe while you're thereEXPANDED COVERAGE of
volunteer and work opportunities

The French House
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An ancient energy. A daring expedition. Two misfit scientists in a race against time… Iris McTavish always wanted to follow
in her father's footsteps. But when his sudden death leaves her household on the brink of ruin, she may have to choose an
unwanted marriage over her passion of archaeology. To save her house and prove her worth, she embarks on a mysterious
and dangerous expedition… Edward Bailey's strict scientific code holds back his anxiety and heartbreak. With his
professorship and his department in danger, however, he realizes he'll need to find the secret to turning unstable aether
into limitless power to keep himself afloat. And for once, Edward can't do it alone… As Iris and Edward seek out hidden
clues, they're hunted by clockwork spies and a shadowy society. During their dash across Europe, the misfit explorers must
work together to crack a worldwide energy crisis and discover the truth if they want to stay alive. Eros Element is the
thrilling first book in Aether Psychics, a series of Victorian-era steampunk adventures. If you like puzzling mysteries,
incredible inventions, and a touch of magic, then you'll love Cecilia Dominic's high-spirited series. Buy Eros Element today
to embark on a charming clockwork adventure!

Jacques Pépin Quick & Simple
Guides readers through each step in making perfect Parisian macarons every time.

Prince Charles
250 of master chef Jacques Pépin's classic and timeless recipes for unexpectedly polished and satisfying meals with
minimal prep and cleanup You don't need a kitchen brigade, decades-honed skills, or expensive ingredients to cook and eat
like master chef Jacques Pépin. Just like the rest of us, he doesn't always have as much time or energy as he'd like to put
together a satisfying meal. So, he came up with Jacques Pépin Quick & Simple, 250 recipes for surprisingly achievable,
impressive fare. Covering homemade staples and every course, with tips for kitchen tools and equipment, pantry staples,
and techniques to simplify and improve every dish you make, this foundational, classic collection is essential for every busy
home cook who refuses to eat poorly. Dine on the Braised Short Ribs in Red Wine Sauce that Jacques is proud to serve,
prepared in under an hour. Or, for healthier fare, Suprêmes of Chicken with Paprika comes together in under thirty minutes.
Originally published as The Short-Cut Cook, this revised edition is a testament to Jacques' timeless food and advice, and
now includes beautiful photographs.

Long Walk to Freedom
Elizabeth DeLoughrey invokes the cyclical model of the continual movement and rhythm of the ocean (‘tidalectics’) to
destabilize the national, ethnic, and even regional frameworks that have been the mainstays of literary study. The result is
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a privileging of alter/native epistemologies whereby island cultures are positioned where they should have been all
along—at the forefront of the world historical process of transoceanic migration and landfall. The research, determination,
and intellectual dexterity that infuse this nuanced and meticulous reading of Pacific and Caribbean literature invigorate and
deepen our interest in and appreciation of island literature. —Vilsoni Hereniko, University of Hawai‘i "Elizabeth DeLoughrey
brings contemporary hybridity, diaspora, and globalization theory to bear on ideas of indigeneity to show the complexities
of ‘native’ identities and rights and their grounded opposition as ‘indigenous regionalism’ to free-floating globalized
cosmopolitanism. Her models are instructive for all postcolonial readers in an age of transnational migrations." —Paul
Sharrad, University of Wollongong, Australia Routes and Roots is the first comparative study of Caribbean and Pacific Island
literatures and the first work to bring indigenous and diaspora literary studies together in a sustained dialogue. Taking the
"tidalectic" between land and sea as a dynamic starting point, Elizabeth DeLoughrey foregrounds geography and history in
her exploration of how island writers inscribe the complex relation between routes and roots. The first section looks at the
sea as history in literatures of the Atlantic middle passage and Pacific Island voyaging, theorizing the transoceanic
imaginary. The second section turns to the land to examine indigenous epistemologies in nation-building literatures. Both
sections are particularly attentive to the ways in which the metaphors of routes and roots are gendered, exploring how
masculine travelers are naturalized through their voyages across feminized lands and seas. This methodology of charting
transoceanic migration and landfall helps elucidate how theories and people travel, positioning island cultures in the world
historical process. In fact, DeLoughrey demonstrates how these tropical island cultures helped constitute the very
metropoles that deemed them peripheral to modernity. Fresh in its ideas, original in its approach, Routes and Roots
engages broadly with history, anthropology, and feminist, postcolonial, Caribbean, and Pacific literary and cultural studies.
It productively traverses diaspora and indigenous studies in a way that will facilitate broader discussion between these
often segregated disciplines.

Routes and Roots
"On a tiny French island, a couple of American dreamers redefine their lives by restoring a ruinThe French House moves to
a soulful, very funny rhythm all its own."-Meryl Streep Don and Mindy Wallace have always been Francophiles, so when they
had the opportunity to buy a home on a small French island off the coast of Brittany, they jumped-sight unseen-into a
crumbling mess that challenged their finances and their family. But when the Wallaces arrived on the island they found a
building in ruin, and it wasn't long before their lives resembled it. Plagued by emergency repairs, a stock market crash, and
very exasperated French neighbors, Don and Mindy could have accepted their fate. Instead, they embraced it. Redolent
with the beauty and flavors of French country life, The French House is a lively, inspiring, and irresistibly charming memoir.
Fans of Under the Tuscan Sun (Frances Mayes), Paris in Love (Eloisa James), and A Year in Provence (Peter Mayle) will be
enchanted by this account of a family that rises from the rubble, wins the hearts of a historic village, and finally finds the
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home they've been seeking off the wild coast of France. What readers are saying about The French House "The French
House is engaging and well-written and will make even non-Francophiles yearn for a trip to France." "With hauntingly
beautiful descriptions of a tiny French island and its inhabitants, this book will take you to a different place, and might even
inspire you to reconsider your life and finally follow your dreams where you and your family can become whole." "charming
and witty -- full of hope and despair about this crumbling structure they chose to inhabit and make a home." "I was
captivated from the outset and felt like I was on their island living it all with them. A great read!" What reviewers are saying
about The French House "Don Wallace has crafted a delicious French bonbon of a bookfull of humor, hope, and lessons on
how to live a life full of meaning."-Dani Shapiro, bestselling author of Devotion and Still Writing "Village life vignettes, the
sensual celebration of island pleasures, eccentric neighbors, cuisine, beach life, natural history-readers will find a
smattering of all that in these pages, but it's the story below, like the unshakeable foundations of the house itself, that
makes this such a satisfying read."-Rain Taxi Review "The French House is a darling book that mixes local history, memoir,
quirky characters, architectural challenges (what will the village elders do if they add windows to the second floor?) and
humorIt was a lovely adventure and perfect for a summer read."-Under a Gray Sky "The French House is a detailed,
delightful memoir of their journey to restore a dilapidated abode into a beckoning sanctuary in an idyllic coast French
countryside.. I have thoroughly been devouring it, and I think you will too."-The Simply Luxurious Life "Author Don Wallace
shares the heartwarming story about his family's 30-year journey to restore a ruined cottage on the tiny French island of
Belle Ile off the coast of Brittany readers are privy to the charming true story of a family's journey to create the perfect
home away from home."--E! News

The Riches of France
Take a tour of the must-visit tea rooms across America and get behind-the-scenes details and recipes!

Death by Chocolate Malted Milkshake
Homi Palsetia is a bestselling and acclaimed thriller writer. Living in a posh bungalow in Pali Hill, he's also single, debonair
and charming male, believing only in no-strings attached relationships for fun. Having just released his seventh book, he
feels he's being stalked by a woman who claims to be madly in love with him. He gets blackmailed on the phone, and feels
someone is visiting him at night, spying on him. The media says he's faking it to promote his book. He himself can't be sure.
Things get more complicated when Czech-Spanish acclaimed author Alyna Escobar, from Castilla in Spain, comes into his
life. Intelligent, bold and beautiful, she challenges his ways, and makes him think about love and commitment. However,
their camaraderie is threatened by the stalker, who claims to want Homi all for themselves. Is Homi actually being stalked
by an obsessed fan? Or it is part of his imagination? Will he change his Casanova-like ways for Alyna? Will Alyna accept him
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despite his history with women? If the stalker is real, what do they want? Will the police ever catch them? Will Homi learn
their identity?

The Chilbury Ladies' Choir
Ptisserie made simple with easy-to-follow recipes and pictures. In Teatime in Paris! Jill Colonna shows you the easiest way to
make many French ptisserie classics, while keeping it authentic, full of flavor, and creative. Not only has Jill cracked how the
French create such tantalizing cakes but shes also discovered how they can eat these beautiful pastries and stay slim! Jill
guides you through a simple step-by-step process for each recipe to make treats such as teacakes, eclairs, cream puffs,
macarons, tartlets and many more pastries that youll find on this mouth-watering journey through Paris. This is a sweet
walk around the City of Light. As Jill takes you from the easiest of treats to the crme de la crme, she points out some of the
streets famous for the best ptisseries in Paris, adding bits of history en route and plenty of baking tips, making the recipe
tour fun and accessible.

Teatime For The Jilted Lover
Newbery Medalist Laura Amy Schlitz brings her sorcery to a Victorian gothic thriller — an enthralling, darkly comic tale that
would do Dickens proud. The master puppeteer, Gaspare Grisini, is so expert at manipulating his stringed puppets that they
appear alive. Clara Wintermute, the only child of a wealthy doctor, is spellbound by Grisini’s act and invites him to entertain
at her birthday party. Seeing his chance to make a fortune, Grisini accepts and makes a splendidly gaudy entrance with
caravan, puppets, and his two orphaned assistants. Lizzie Rose and Parsefall are dazzled by the Wintermute home. Clara
seems to have everything they lack — adoring parents, warmth, and plenty to eat. In fact, Clara’s life is shadowed by grief,
guilt, and secrets. When Clara vanishes that night, suspicion of kidnapping falls upon the puppeteer and, by association,
Lizzie Rose and Parsefall. As they seek to puzzle out Clara’s whereabouts, Lizzie and Parse uncover Grisini’s criminal past
and wake up to his evil intentions. Fleeing London, they find themselves caught in a trap set by Grisini’s ancient rival, a
witch with a deadly inheritance to shed before it’s too late. Newbery Medal winner Laura Amy Schlitz’s Victorian gothic is a
rich banquet of dark comedy, scorching magic, and the brilliant and bewitching storytelling that is her trademark.

Incredibly Decadent Desserts
Bonjour! Here's the thing of it: Paris has just been discovered by Eloise the little girl from the Plaza Here is what Eloise does
in Paris: everything. The effect is rawther extraordinaire. If you come to Paris with Eloise you will always be glad you did.
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European Travel for the Monstrous Gentlewoman
Oscar-winning actress Charlotte Graham must turn amateur sleuth to save an island in this atmospheric cozy mystery set in
remote Bar Harbor, Maine After more than forty years in Hollywood and on Broadway, something strange has happened to
Charlotte Graham. The run of her latest play has ended, and the legendary actress is forcing herself to do something
unprecedented: She’s taking a vacation. On a desolate island off the coast of Maine, she settles in for a few weeks of sailing
with a pair of old friends, but it doesn’t take long for Charlotte to become bored. She needn’t worry though. Another
acquaintance is coming to visit—an old friend called murder. Among the strange characters who populate the island,
Charlotte meets an aging witch who claims to be able to read the future, a fanatical book collector, and an old fisherman, all
at war over property, love, and money. But when homicide shakes this quiet vacation community to its foundation,
Charlotte is caught between the superstitions of the locals and the greed of a man who would remake the island in his
image—no matter the cost. In Hollywood, Charlotte Graham was legendary for her effortless glamour, and she brings the
same elegant grace to her work as an amateur sleuth. Stefanie Matteson’s series is perfect for anyone who loves movies,
theater, or the perfect cozy mystery. Murder at Teatime is the 2nd book in the Charlotte Graham Mysteries, but you may
enjoy reading the series in any order.

Angela's Ashes
“Diana Cosby is superbly talented.” —Cathy Maxwell, New York Times bestselling author For the price of honor, he must
walk away from the woman he loves… Orphaned young, a childhood of loneliness and brutality led Sir Ronan O’Connor to
join the Knights Templar and vow never to return to Ireland. But now a mission to transport a cache of Templar armaments
for King Robert the Bruce forces the knight back to his homeland. Under his protection on the journey is an Irish nobleman
and his daughter, Lathir McConaghy. Trained in combat, Lathir will bend to no man . . . After the death of her betrothed in
battle, Lathir guards her heart fiercely. Until an attack at sea forces her and Ronan to rely on each other for their survival. In
the storm-filled days adrift at sea, a passionate bond forms between Lathir and the fierce warrior. In a realm torn by
treachery and turmoil, they fight for their future even as secrets threaten to destroy their mission, and any chance at love.
Praise for the novels of Diana Cosby “Cosby gives you it all—passion, danger, lush history and a touch of magic. Excellent
reading.” —Hannah Howell, New York Times bestselling author “A sexy new voice in historical romance. Scottish historicals
have a bright new star.” —Sandra Hill, USA Today bestselling author “Diana Cosby writes wonderful historical romance!”
—Susan King

Murder in the Mystery Suite
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Accordingto Wikipedia: "Bartleby, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street is a novella by the American novelist Herman Melville
(1819–1891). It first appeared anonymously in two parts in the November and December 1853 editions of Putnam's
Magazine, and was reprinted with minor textual alterations in his The Piazza Tales in 1856. Herman Melville wrote the story
as an emotional response to the fact that Pierre was published to bad reviews. Christopher Sten writes in "Bartleby, the
Transcendentalist: Melville's Dead Letter to Emerson" Melville found inspiration in Ralph Waldo Emerson's essays,
particularly "The Transcendentalist" which shows parallels to "Bartleby". Bartleby is a kind of clerk, a copyist, "who
obstinately refuses to go on doing the sort of writing demanded of him." During the spring of 1851, Melville felt similarly
about his work on Moby Dick. Thus, Bartleby can be seen to represent Melville’s frustration with his own situation as a
writer, and the story itself is “about a writer that forsakes conventional modes because of an irresistible preoccupation with
the most baffling philosophical questions Though no great success at the time of publication, "Bartleby the Scrivener" is
now among the most noted of American short stories."

Molecular Biology of the Gene
Someone resorts to murder and mayhem in the first mystery in the New York Times bestselling Book Retreat series Tucked
away in the rolling hills of rural western Virginia is the storybook resort of Storyton Hall, catering to book lovers who want to
get away from it all. To increase her number of bookings, resort manager Jane Steward has decided to host a Murder and
Mayhem week so that fans of the mystery genre can gather together for some role-playing and fantasy crime solving. But
when the winner of the scavenger hunt, Felix Hampden, is found dead in the Mystery Suite, and the valuable book he won
as his prize is missing, Jane realizes one of her guests is an actual murderer. Amid a resort full of fake detectives, Jane is
bound and determined to find a real-life killer. There’s no room for error as Jane tries to unlock this mystery before another
vacancy opens up…
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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